This GMAT Test Preparation section with its practice exercise tests will help students hone their verbal, analytical writing, and quantitative skills to maximize their score in the GMAT. A set of questions is randomly selected from a carefully prepared database for each practice exercise test. The Syvum GMAT test preparation set contains: GMAT Verbal Ability. Sentence Correction: With Review and Strategies Study confusing words and basic grammar. GMAT Test Preparation for Sentence Correction: Words Confused and Misused I.

GMAT Test Preparation for Sentence Correction: Words Confused and Misused II. Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT), Quantitative Section. In the math section, you will have 75 minutes to answer 37 questions. Of these question are experimental and would not be counted toward your score. There is no way to identify which questions are experimental as they one mixed in randomly throughout the section. Question 24. A printer numbered consecutively the pages of a book, beginning with 1 on the first page. In numbering the pages, he had to print a total of 187 digits. Find the number of pages in the book. A) 99. B) 98.